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As Democrats on the campaign trail do their best to drum up support for health care reform by touting the

benefits that take effect this year, it's easy to forget that the full thrust of the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act doesn't kick in until 2014. But by then, a few major players in the health care industry

might have already experienced a real downside of the massive overhaul, so much so that they may no

longer exist.

Insurance agents and brokers and small insurance companies are among those who may have to scramble to

stay afloat over the next few years. This is partly by design and partly an unintended consequence of a new

law that is so sweeping, it will affect nearly every corner of an industry that accounts for one-sixth of the

U.S. economy. (See the top 10 health care reform ads.)

Agents and brokers are so concerned they will be viewed as redundant under the new law that they

successfully lobbied to get state insurance commissioners to publicly acknowledge their importance. At a

meeting of the powerful National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) last week in Seattle, 25

commissioners sponsored a resolution stating that implementation of health reform should "recognize and

protect the indispensable role that licensed insurance professionals play in serving consumers." (Comment
on this story.)

The resolution was passed just as the NAIC was debating a much-anticipated set of recommendations on

how insurance companies should calculate their medical and administrative expenses, known as medical

loss ratios. Under the Affordable Care Act, beginning in January, plans sold to individuals and small groups

must spend 80% of premiums on actual medical care (as opposed to administrative costs); the figure is 85%

for large group plans. Plans that spend less will be required to send rebates to customers. The NAIC

counted agent and broker commissions, which can make up 5% to 20% of premiums, in the administrative

category. Most experts, therefore, predict these commissions will be on the chopping block as insurers scale

back administrative expenses to comply with the new rules. (See the top 10 players in health care reform.)

Agents and brokers are also worried about the future for another reason: a vital part of their current role,
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sales and marketing, could be made redundant thanks to the new state insurance exchanges that will go

online by 2014. These Web-accessible marketplaces will be where individuals and small groups go to

purchase insurance. In addition to listing plans available by location, the exchanges will post quality and

price information and administer federal subsidies for those who qualify, making it easier for individuals and

small-business owners to compare plans and choose the options that best suit their needs.

Brokers and agents have to hope there will still be demand for their help in navigating the maze of health

insurance. "More of the upfront stuff will be done online, but it won't replace the service," says Janet

Trautwein, CEO of the National Association of Health Underwriters, which represents agents and brokers.

She says the advice and counseling that state-licensed brokers and agents provide will still be needed. But

the Affordable Care Act partially covers this base as well, providing funding to pay exchange "navigators"

who will educate consumers about how to use the state exchanges. The precise training requirements and

pay structure for these navigators is not yet clear, but Trautwein says insurance commissioners are worried

this provision "could invite sham operators or those who may not have the same expertise that those of us

in the weeds of insurance every day do."

Watch TIME's video "Uninsured Again."

See more about health care.

Michael McRaith, director of the Illinois Department of Insurance, believes brokers and agents can survive

implementation of the health reform law but says their payment structure will change dramatically. Gone

will be percent commissions based on premiums; he predicts they will be replaced with flat fees. "Benefit

plans will still have nuance," says McRaith. "Counseling advice is still needed." (See TIME's health and
medicine covers.)

Small insurers also watched the medical loss ratio rulemaking with trepidation, aware that many will need to

re-examine their business models if they are to survive under the new regulations. These smaller companies

typically spend more money on administrative costs than large insurers and are more likely to tailor risk

pools to exclude the sickest people. Some small insurers will be able to adjust to "the new paradigm" of

health care reform, says Sabrina Corlette, a research professor at Georgetown's Health Policy Institute. New

2014 regulations like guaranteed issue (requiring insurers to sell policies to everyone) and community rating

(varying premiums based only on age) will simplify the health-insurance underwriting business and may

make it easier for small insurance companies to standardize their processes. Others, however, "have a

business model where they turn away sick people and offer skimpy benefits," says Corlette. Some of these

companies sell limited insurance policies that won't comply with the minimum benefit packages required by

the Affordable Care Act that kick in by 2014; others are careful to cherry-pick customers and sell only to

people least likely to incur high medical costs.

"Congress intentionally decided it wasn't necessary to save every player in the market," says Timothy Jost, a

law professor at Washington and Lee University who studies health policy. The medical loss ratios are

meant to keep insurance profits under control, but also to eliminate insurers that don't provide good value
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to consumers. "It's inevitable that you've got some plans that weren't offering real insurance anyway," says

Jost. "Some will be lost — good riddance. And some are good plans that are really inefficient, and hopefully

they can become more efficient."

Small insurers will be allowed more flexibility under the medical loss ratio rules than larger employers, says

Jost. Lawmakers, he says, allowed for this, aware that small insurers provide much-needed competition to

bigger players in the marketplace.

Despite this flexibility — still-to-be-written regulations might allow small insurers to transition gradually to

comply with the new rules — some states nonetheless worry their insurance markets won't be competitive

under health reform. Maine's insurance commissioner, who supported the health-reform effort, has already

asked HHS to exempt one of its smaller insurers from new medical loss ratio requirements.

See TIME's Pictures of the Week.

See the Cartoons of the Week.

Find this article at:
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,2013623,00.html
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